INTRODUCTION
============

Homologous recombination (HR) is a high fidelity and template-dependent DNA repair pathway found in all organisms studied. HR serves in the non-mutagenic tolerance of DNA damage, in the repair of complex DNA damage, such as single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) gaps, double-stranded DNA breaks (DSBs) and interstrand crosslinks, as well as in the recovery of stalled and collapsed replication forks ([@b1],[@b2]). Historically prominent is the role of HR during prophase of the first meiotic division, where it contributes to high fidelity segregation of the homologs and to the generation of genetic diversity among the meiotic products.

*RAD54* is a core constituent of the *RAD52* epistasis group that encodes the proteins that are essential for HR in eukaryotes. Rad54 protein is a member of the Snf2-family of SF2 helicases that contains many prominent chromatin-remodeling proteins including Snf2, ISWI and others. This group of proteins shares a common core that includes seven motifs proposed to identify helicases ([@b3]). However, rather than operating like DNA helicases, which are capable of separating the strands of duplex DNA, the Snf2-related proteins are viewed as motor proteins that translocate on duplex DNA and remodel specific protein--duplex DNA complexes ([@b4]). The particular functions of these proteins appear to involve specific protein interactions mediated by domains outside the core motor domain. The budding yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* genome encodes 17 Snf2-related proteins ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Interestingly, at least seven of them, Rad54, Rdh54/Tid1, Rad5, Rad16, Rad26/CS-B, as well as the Ino80 and Swr1 complex, have specific functions during DNA repair.

Previous reviews provide excellent overall outlines of HR and the *RAD52* group proteins ([@b1],[@b5]--[@b8]), as well as detailed discussions of the Snf2-related chromatin remodeling factors ([@b9]--[@b11]). In this review, we focus on the Rad54 protein. Versatile like the proverbial Swiss Army knife, Rad54 has been postulated to function at multiple stages during HR. Biochemical analyses of complex *in vitro* recombination assays led to a number of mutually non-exclusive models, as reviewed previously ([@b12]). We will discuss results from genetic, biochemical and cytological experiments, as well as insights from the recently accomplished determinations of the Rad54 protein structure to highlight the mechanistic models for the function of Rad54 during HR.

THE *RAD52* EPISTASIS GROUP AND HR
==================================

Overview
--------

HR can be divided conceptually into three stages ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). First, in pre-synapsis a recombination-proficient DNA substrate (tailed DSB or gap) is generated either by specific enzymatic action or as a consequence of genotoxic stress (e.g. replication problems). Second, synapsis generates a physical connection (D-loop) between the recombinogenic substrate and an intact homologous duplex DNA template leading to the formation of heteroduplex (or hybrid) DNA. Third, in post-synapsis contiguous DNA strands are restored by priming DNA synthesis from the invading 3′ end on the template DNA and resolving the ensuing junction intermediates. These basic features of HR are often studied and mostly schematized in the context of initiation by a DSB ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), but initiation from a ssDNA gap is highly relevant in the context of spontaneous DNA damage and in the recovery of stalled replication forks. HR comprises a number of interrelated pathways that share basic mechanistic aspects ([@b1]). The original double-strand break repair model (DSBR; [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, left) involves a double-Holliday junction intermediate, whose resolution leads to crossover and non-crossover outcomes ([@b13]). Later work identified an asymmetry between the two ends of the DSB, leading to the synthesis-dependent strand annealing model (SDSA; [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, middle), where the invading strand retreats after DNA synthesis and anneals with the second end \[reviewed in ([@b1])\]. In addition, break-induced replication (BIR; [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, right) was proposed to copy an entire chromosome arm by a replication fork assembled at the D-loop, skipping the involvement of the second end of the DSB ([@b14]).

The proteins encoded by the *RAD52* group of genes form the core of the HR machinery ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@b5]--[@b7]). The Rad50-Mre11-Xrs2/Nbs1 complex, Exo1 and some unidentified nuclease(s) are involved in processing breaks to generate recombinogenic tailed substrates. The ssDNA binding protein, RPA, binds the ssDNA tails at the break site, to eliminate any possible secondary structure and likely to recruit other proteins to ssDNA. The mediator proteins, Rad52 and the Rad51 paralogs (Rad55-Rad57 in budding yeast and Rad51B, Rad51C, Rad51D, Xrcc2, Xrcc3 in humans), orchestrate the formation of the pre-synaptic RAD51 filament on RPA-coated ssDNA. The human breast cancer tumor suppressor protein Brca2 is thought to function at this step in pre-synapsis as well ([@b15]). During synapsis, the Rad51 filament performs homology search and DNA strand invasion. While the enzymatic steps and proteins involved in pre-synapsis and synapsis are comparably well understood from *in vivo* and *in vitro* studies ([@b5]--[@b7],[@b16]), the enzymatic requirements for the later recombination steps in post-synapsis, including DNA synthesis, branch migration and junction resolution are less well defined. The potential roles of Rad54 protein are discussed later.

The RAD54 gene
--------------

The *RAD54* gene was originally identified in three parallel *S.cerevisiae* mutant screens for ionizing radiation (IR) sensitive mutants that showed little sensitivity to ultraviolet (UV) radiation ([@b17]--[@b19]). Together with *rad51* and *rad52* mutants, *rad54* mutants are the most IR-sensitive single mutants in budding yeast, also exhibiting extraordinary sensitivity to alkylating agents (e.g. methyl methanesulfonate), crosslinking agents (*cis*-platinum and mitomycin C), the topoisomerase I inhibitor camptothecin and a host of other agents inducing DSBs. Most Rad54-deficient cells cannot survive a single DSB introduced by the HO endonuclease at the *MAT* locus ([@b20]), but *rad54* mutants grow almost as well as wild-type cells in the absence of induced DNA damage. These results indicate that DSBs occur only rarely during normal mitotic growth in budding yeast, suggesting that single-stranded gaps may act as initiating DNA lesion for spontaneous recombination.

*RAD54* is required for spontaneous and induced mitotic recombination, and *rad54* mutants show a reduction to the same extent as *rad51* or *rad52* mutants in recombination assays that require DNA strand invasion ([@b21]--[@b23]). While *rad51* and *rad54* mutants display highly similar phenotypes with respect to their damage sensitivities, recombination, chromosome loss and mutator phenotypes in mitotic cells, their meiotic phenotypes differ ([@b1],[@b6],[@b7]). Unlike *rad51* cells that essentially do not generate viable meiotic products (spores), 25--65% of the spores of a *rad54* meiosis are viable ([@b21],[@b24]). Return-to-growth experiments and analysis of the meiotic products identified only relatively subtle meiotic recombination-defects in *rad54* cells. This is likely the result of partial redundancy between Rad54 and the related Rdh54/Tid1 protein (see below) in meiosis ([@b21]). In the *rad54 rdh54* double mutant, spore viability is reduced to the level of *rad51* mutants ([@b21]). The redundancy between Rad54 and Rdh54/Tid1 is primarily noted during meiosis, where it may reflect a specific role of Rdh54/Tid1 in engaging in recombination between homologs, whereas Rad54 may play a more dominant role in sister chromatid interaction during meiosis ([@b21],[@b25],[@b26]). This functional specialization during meiosis of these two Snf2-related recombination factors may hold a key to understanding how cells direct meiotic recombination between homologs and suppress non-productive sister chromatid interactions.

Bona fide Rad54 homologs appear to be present in all eukaryotes studied. The proteins not only share extensive sequence homology in the motor core domain (motifs I--VI in [Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) but also significant similarity in the Rad54-specific N-terminal extension. Compared to other eukaryotic Rad54 proteins, budding yeast Rad54 shows two insertions in the N-terminal domain ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). There are no Rad54 homologs in bacteria. A putative homolog has been identified in the archeaon *Sulfolobus solfataricus* but not other archaea ([@b27]). Genetic and biochemical evidence will be needed to support this notion, because due to the multitude of Snf2-related proteins it is difficult to assign homologous function based on sequence comparison.

Genetic analyses of the *RAD54* gene in mouse and chicken confirm the importance of Rad54 for HR and provide valuable insights into the cellular and organismic consequences of a recombination defect in vertebrates ([@b28],[@b29]). Disruption of the mouse *RAD51* gene causes embryonic lethality ([@b30],[@b31]), whereas disruption of the mouse *RAD52* gene does not cause DNA damage sensitivity ([@b32]). *RAD54* knockout mice are viable and provide a critical tool for the analysis of HR in mammals ([@b28],[@b33]). The discrepancy between the vertebrate and yeast system with regards to the viability of *rad51* mutants and the phenotypes of the *rad52* mutants is presently not well understood. At the cellular level, Rad54-deficiency causes sensitivity to IR and interstrand crosslinking agents (e.g. mitomycin C) in mice, whereas at the organismic level Rad54-deficient mice are not overtly IR-sensitive but display sensitivity to mitomycin C ([@b28]). This is likely a reflection of the more significant contribution of the NHEJ-pathway to DSB repair in mammals, because double mutants affecting both the HR and NHEJ pathways (*rad54 scid, rad54 lig4*) display synergistic sensitivities ([@b34],[@b35]). HR, as assayed by gene targeting and DNA damage-induced sister chromatid exchange, is reduced but not eliminated in *rad54* mouse ES cells ([@b28],[@b36]). Rad54-deficient mice do not exhibit an overt meiotic recombination defect ([@b28]), similar to the situation in budding yeast. In summary, the genetic data in yeast and vertebrates identify a critical role of Rad54 protein in HR in eukaryotyes.

The Rad54 protein
-----------------

Rad54 protein is a member of the Snf2-family of DNA-stimulated/dependent ATPases in the SF2 family of DNA helicases. In their core domain, all Rad54 proteins have the seven conserved Snf2-specific motifs that were proposed to be diagnostic of DNA helicases ([@b3]) ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). However, Rad54 (and all other Snf2-related proteins) fail to catalyze strand displacement reactions typical for DNA helicases. Rad54 protein displays dsDNA-specific ATPase activity with a turnover of 600--1000 ATP molecules per Rad54 molecule per minute on protein-free duplex DNA ([@b37]--[@b39]). Typical DNA helicases display ssDNA-dependent/enhanced ATPase activity and use the energy of ATP hydrolysis to translocate on ssDNA ([@b40]). Instead, Rad54 protein uses the energy of ATP hydrolysis to translocate on dsDNA inducing topological changes. On circular duplex DNA, Rad54 introduces unconstrained positive and negative supercoils and displaces a triplex-forming oligonucleotide, typical for a translocating motor protein ([@b41]--[@b44]). Direct imaging of Rad54--dsDNA complexes by scanning force microscopy identified supercoiled domains anchored by Rad54 protein, providing further evidence for a translocation model ([@b45]). Single-molecule experiments directly visualized Rad54 translocation on dsDNA, demonstrating highly processive movement at 300 bp/s ([@b46]). The basic biochemical activities of Rad54 protein, ATP hydrolysis and induction of topological change, are significantly stimulated in the presence of the Rad51-ssDNA/dsDNA filaments ([@b37],[@b42],[@b43]), suggesting that Rad54 functions in concert with Rad51 *in vivo*.

The X-ray crystallographic structures of the core domain of the zebrafish Rad54 protein ([@b47]) and of the core domain of the putative Rad54 homolog of *S.solfataricus*, also as a co-crystal with duplex DNA ([@b48]), provide the first and exciting glimpses at Snf2-related proteins. [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows a model of the human Rad54 protein based on the experimentally determined zebrafish Rad54 structure ([@b47]). The protein folds into a structure of two lobes, each consisting of a RecA-like α/β domain found in helicases ([@b40]), which is topologically and structurally similar to that of SF2 helicases \[e.g. RecG ([@b49])\]. The Rad54 lobes contain Snf2-specific insertions (HD1 and HD2) in each lobe. The bi-lobal helicase domain structure is typical for SF2 DNA helicases and related SF1 helicases ([@b40]). This structural homology suggests that Rad54 (and the other Snf2-related proteins) use a mechanism to translocate on duplex DNA analogous to the inchworm mechanism proposed for helicases to translocate on ssDNA ([@b47],[@b48]). In the *Sulfolobus* structure the relative orientation of the two lobes varies from that in zebrafish Rad54 and in SF2 helicases, such that the C-terminal lobe of the *Sulfolobus* protein is rotated along the *x*- and *y*-axis by about 90 and −110° respectively, compared to zebrafish Rad54. The domain (lobe) orientation of the DNA-free and DNA-bound forms of the *Sulfolobus* protein was very similar ([@b48]), suggesting that this difference is unlikely related to changes between the DNA-bound and unbound form of the proteins. The reasons for this structural difference between the *Sulfolobus* and zebrafish proteins are currently not understood. While the *Sulfolobus* protein is a structural homolog to Rad54 and displays dsDNA-specific ATPase activity as well as topological activities ([@b48]), its recombination function and *in vivo* role still remain to be tested. There is some uncertainty about the native sequence of the *Sulfolobus* protein; the difference is a 20 amino acid insertion/deletion between motifs IV and V ([@b27],[@b48]), whose significance and impact is unclear. In summary, the biochemical, single-molecule, electron microscopic and X-ray structure data provide compelling evidence for a model, in which Rad54 translocates along duplex DNA.

MODELS FOR RAD54 FUNCTION
=========================

Starting with the seminal discovery that Rad54 stimulates Rad51 protein in DNA pairing reactions ([@b38]), much attention has been focused on Rad54 biochemistry, in particular in reconstituted recombination reactions with Rad51 protein and RPA using mostly protein-free (i.e. non-chromatin) templates. The physical interaction of Rad54 with Rad51 protein ([@b41],[@b50]--[@b52]) suggested immediately a role of Rad54 either in the assembly or function of the Rad51-ssDNA filament, which performs the central homology search and strand invasion step in HR. The biochemical work identified functions of Rad54 at all three stages of recombination, pre-synapsis, synapsis and post-synapsis ([@b12]) ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), and is discussed below together with pertinent genetic, molecular and cytological data.

Pre-synaptic models
-------------------

During pre-synapsis, mediator proteins function in the replacement of RPA with Rad51 on the single-stranded tails of the processed DSB ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Rad54 was found to promote nucleation of Rad51 on RPA-coated ssDNA ([@b53]), as was previously reported for the Rad52 and Rad55-Rad57 proteins ([@b7],[@b54]). This may be a reflection of Rad54 stabilizing the Rad51 filament by forming a co-complex with the Rad51-ssDNA filament ([@b55],[@b56]). This pre-synaptic function of Rad54 is independent of its ATPase activity ([@b57]), as the Rad54-K341R mutant that is defective in ATP hydrolysis ([@b58]) functions as well as wild-type Rad54 protein in Rad51 filament stabilization ([@b55]). Genetic studies have demonstrated that the ATPase activity is crucial for *in vivo* Rad54 function and that the *rad54-K341R* mutant displays DNA damage sensitivities equivalent to the deletion mutant ([@b58],[@b59]). Cytological studies in yeast, chicken DT40 cells, and mouse ES cells suggest that Rad54 is not necessary for the formation of Rad51 foci, which likely represent Rad51-ssDNA filaments and later recombination intermediates ([@b16],[@b60]--[@b63]). Studies in mouse ES cells showed that the Rad51 foci formed in *rad54*^−/−^ cells were not as stable as in wild-type ES cells, leading to loss of Rad51 foci using methanol/acetone fixation instead of para-formaldehyde ([@b41],[@b63]). Together these data suggest that a pre-synaptic role of Rad54 is not sufficient to reflect the critical ATPase-dependent function of Rad54 in recombination. Yet the pre-synaptic function may be necessary and important to target Rad54 to the pairing site, where it can engage its ATPase activity on duplex DNA ([@b42]). A test of this model will require specific Rad54 mutants that are defective in their association with the Rad51-ssDNA filament.

Synaptic models
---------------

During synapsis, the Rad51 nucleoprotein filament searches for homology on duplex target DNA and promotes DNA strand invasion forming a D-loop intermediate ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Stimulation of Rad51-mediated joint molecule formation by Rad54 has been observed in *in vitro* recombination reactions including the D-loop assay (ssDNA or tailed DNA and supercoiled circular duplex DNA) and DNA strand exchange reaction (circular ssDNA and linear duplex DNA) ([@b38],[@b42],[@b43],[@b55],[@b58],[@b64]--[@b67]). The stimulation requires the ATPase activity of Rad54 protein and involves species-specific contacts between both proteins, because it is only observed when Rad51 and Rad54 from cognate species are used. This suggests that the observed stimulation bears biological significance. ATP-dependent translocation of Rad54 on duplex DNA is likely the critical biochemical activity, but this motor activity can be employed in different modes ([@b12]) ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Rad54 targeted to the duplex by the Rad51 filament may clear the donor DNA of nucleosomes (see below) or other duplex-bound proteins, including non-productively bound Rad51 protein. Moreover, Rad54 translocation on duplex DNA may aid the homology search process to efficiently sample target DNA. Alternatively, the topological activity of Rad54 on duplex DNA induces negative supercoiling, which favors unpairing of duplex DNA, possibly helping joint molecule formation by Rad51 protein. Although, duplex DNA has no inherent polarity, Rad54 is positioned on duplex DNA through the incoming Rad51-ssDNA filament, which might determine its direction of translocation. The exact architectural disposition of the interaction of Rad54 with the Rad51-ssDNA filament during pre-synapsis, synapsis and post-synapsis remains to be determined and will provide valuable insights into the mechanism of Rad54 function.

Genetic analysis of the *RAD52* epistasis group is consistent with a function of Rad54 at or after the Rad51 step, i.e. synapsis or post-synapsis ([@b68]). A particularly important synthetic lethal interaction of *rad54* is the inviability of the *rad54 srs2* double mutant ([@b69]). *SRS2* encodes a 3′--5′ helicase that strips Rad51 from ssDNA ([@b70],[@b71]), which provides a compelling mechanistic explanation for the anti-recombination function of Srs2 helicase ([@b72],[@b73]). Importantly, only *rad54* mutant cells, but not *rad51, rad52, rad55 or rad57* mutants, are synthetically lethal with *srs2* ([@b69]). The synthetic lethality of *rad54 srs2* is suppressed by mutations in *RAD51*, *RAD52*, *RAD55* or *RAD57* ([@b74],[@b75]). Such recombination-dependent lethality may be explained by a model, where the Rad51 filament itself or a joint molecule dependent on the Rad51 filament (D-loop) is a potentially lethal intermediate that can be reversed by Srs2 or alternatively requires Rad54 to move forward and complete recombination. Rad51, Rad52 and Rad55-Rad57 are critical for the assembly and structure of the Rad51 filament ([@b1],[@b5]--[@b7]). Hence, these and other results from epistasis analysis of the *RAD52* group ([@b68]) suggest that Rad54 may act after the assembly of the Rad51 filament during synapsis or post-synapsis. While these genetic data point to a critical role of Rad54 after pre-synapsis, the genetic analysis is unable to resolve synapsis and post-synapsis, and novel *in vivo* approaches are needed to resolve this question.

Post-synaptic models
--------------------

Post-synapsis comprises the steps after D-loop formation and include priming of DNA synthesis from the invading 3′-OH end, branch migration, establishment and resolution of junction intermediates and the sealing of the strands by DNA ligase to restore two intact and contiguous duplex DNAs ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Rad54 increases the rate of branch migration in an ATP-dependent fashion during the three-strand DNA strand exchange reaction ([@b76]). This activity requires species-specific protein interactions between the budding yeast Rad51 and Rad54 proteins, and is not observed when bacterial RecA protein or human Rad51 protein are used. It is unlikely that Rad54 acts like a junction motor analogous to the paradigmatic RuvB protein ([@b8]), as Rad54 does not display preference in binding DNA junctions (S. Kowalczykowski, personal communication).

Much attention has been focused on the assembly of protein complexes during recombination, in particular on the Rad51 filament, but these complexes also need to be disassembled to release their product DNA. *In vitro* this is often accomplished by treatment with proteinase K and detergent, which experimentally sidesteps this requirement. After DNA strand exchange, Rad51 is bound to the heteroduplex DNA product, and direct biochemical evidence shows that Rad51, unlike bacterial RecA protein, is extremely slow to turnover and release duplex DNA upon ATP hydrolysis ([@b37],[@b77],[@b78]). This is also reflected in the 200-fold lower dsDNA-dependent ATPase activity of Rad51 compared to RecA ([@b79]). Experiments with RecA have demonstrated the need for ATPase-dependent turnover of RecA to provide access of DNA polymerases to the invading 3′ end during post-synapsis (3′-OH access model in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@b80]). A role of Rad54 in the turnover of Rad51 from product heteroduplex DNA has been suggested, because Rad54 was found to dissociate Rad51 from duplex DNA in an ATP-dependent fashion ([@b56]). This activity of Rad54 was accompanied by a significant 6-fold stimulation of the Rad54 ATPase by partial Rad51--dsDNA filaments ([@b37],[@b56]) and involved species-specific protein interactions. These observations are consistent with a model that Rad54 translocates on duplex DNA ([@b46]) towards the Rad51 filament terminus to dissociate the Rad51--dsDNA complex. Indeed, Rad54 could be directly visualized by electron microscopy at the terminus of Rad51 filaments formed on dsDNA under conditions where protein-free dsDNA flanked the filament ([@b81]). The post-synaptic model of Rad54 being a turnover factor for the Rad51 product complex also provides a explanation for the biochemical difference in the ATPase activity between RecA and Rad51, and a rationale to explain, why bacteria that employ RecA protein have no need for a Rad54-like activity and, in fact, do not have a Rad54 homolog.

While the genetic data are unable to resolve the synaptic and post-synaptic phases of recombination, as discussed above, other *in vivo* observations may bear on this distinction. Meiotic or DNA damage-induced Rad51 foci in mouse, chicken DT40 cells and budding yeast exhibit a longer half-life in *rad54* mutants ([@b60]--[@b62],[@b82]). Unfortunately, the exact nature of cytologically observable Rad51 foci has not been determined. They may represent pre-synaptic Rad51 filaments and later recombination intermediates in synapsis (D-loops) or post-synapsis. Hence, these cytological data suggest a function of Rad54 after pre-synapsis, but cannot distinguish between a function in synapsis or post-synapsis.

Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments have been used to monitor the recruitment of Rad51 protein to an HO endonuclease-induced DSB at the *MAT* locus and the *HML* donor locus in wild-type and *rad54* mutant cells ([@b53],[@b57],[@b83]). Initially, two studies arrived at opposite conclusions as to, whether Rad54 had a role in Rad51 localization to the DSB ([@b53],[@b83]). It appears now that Rad54 may have an ATP-independent role of localizing Rad51 close to the terminus of the DSB, whereas Rad51 readily binds more distant from the DSB in a Rad54-independent fashion ([@b57],[@b83]). This ATP-independent function of Rad54 in pre-synapsis might be a reflection of the stabilization of the Rad51-ssDNA filament found *in vitro*, which was also independent of the Rad54 ATPase activity ([@b55]). It is inferred from these experiments that Rad51 forms functional filaments in *rad54* cells, because Rad51 was found targeted to the duplex donor locus (*HML*) by ChIP ([@b57],[@b83]). The noted difference in Rad51 localization to the *HML* donor site between wild-type and *rad54* cells ([@b53],[@b57]) may be a function of defects in filament assembly during pre-synapsis or defects in synapsis/post-synapsis, which may affect Rad51--DNA complexes during these phases of recombination. Although Rad51 is targeted to the donor locus in *rad54* cells, it is unclear if D-loops are formed and several studies were unable to detect DNA synthesis from an invading 3′ end at the donor locus ([@b53],[@b57],[@b83]). This deficiency in directing DNA synthesis from the invading strand in the D-loop may be a consequence of an inability to form D-loops in the first place (synapsis defect) or an inability to recruit DNA polymerase to the invading 3′ end of the D-loop (post-synapsis defect) or both. While some ChIP data support a possible ATP-independent function of Rad54 in pre-synapsis ([@b53],[@b57]), the ChIP experiments are unable to resolve the question whether the critical ATP-dependent function of Rad54 is in synapsis or post-synapsis.

Rad54 and chromatin remodeling
------------------------------

Chromatin represents the natural environment of nuclear DNA metabolism in eukaryotes and was found to negatively interfere with transcription. A similar inhibition may be expected for recombination, and the similarity of Rad54 to known chromatin remodeling factors immediately suggested that Rad54 might be a chromatin remodeling factor for recombinational repair. This activity is potentially relevant at the break site prior to end-processing (pre-synapsis) and at the pairing site on the template DNA, where Rad54 may not only clear nucleosomes but also other proteins bound to duplex DNA that would inhibit D-loop formation (synapsis) ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Biochemical experiments using reconstituted nucleosomal templates have confirmed this expectation and shown that *S.cerevisiae* and *D.melanogaster* Rad54 remodel chromatin *in vitro* ([@b44],[@b84],[@b85]). Rad54 enhances the accessibility of nucleosomal DNA by restriction enzymes and can slide a single nucleosome in an ATP-dependent fashion. The efficiency of chromatin remodeling by Rad54 was below that of established chromatin remodeling factors, and Rad54 was unable to affect nucleosomal positioning in a nucleosomal array. This may reflect a requirement for protein-free DNA that is longer than the linker DNA in such arrays. Rad51 requires Rad54 protein to promote efficient D-loop formation on nucleosomal substrates *in vitro* ([@b44],[@b85]). Nucleosomal remodeling was greatly stimulated by Rad51-ssDNA nucleoprotein filaments without the need for homology between the two DNAs, suggesting that nucleosomal remodeling precedes synapsis ([@b84]). These biochemical studies suggest a role of Rad54 in chromatin remodeling at the pairing site just prior to synapsis, where it is targeted by its interaction with the Rad51 nucleoprotein filament. This model was tested *in vivo* using HO endonuclease-initiated DSB repair in budding yeast ([@b57]). However, monitoring a positioned nucleosome on the *HML* donor site with micrococcal nuclease showed no difference between wild-type and *rad54* cells ([@b57]), suggesting that Rad54 does not act by moving or removing this positioned nucleosome at the *HML* donor site. However, an effect of Rad54 on the accessibility of the *HML* donor site by the HO endonuclease was identified ([@b57]). Access of HO to the *HML* target site required the Rad54 ATPase activity, but it is unclear if this effect reflects chromatin remodeling or is an indirect consequence of forming recombination intermediates at *HML*. The chromatin model needs further testing *in vivo* and a specific interaction between Rad54 and the core histones, as shown for known chromatin remodeling factors ([@b9]--[@b11]), remains to be demonstrated.

Physical analysis of DSB-induced recombination involving the budding yeast *MAT* locus identified recombination events independent of the Rad54 (and Rad51, Rad55, Rad57) proteins. This led to the suggestion that Rad54, Rad51, Rad55, Rad57 were required for recombination involving chromatin substrates ([@b86]). However, later work showed that a number of recombination events involving repeat substrates occurs independent of the Rad54, Rad51, Rad55 and Rad57 proteins ([@b1],[@b6],[@b7]). It is likely now that these events are mediated by the single-strand annealing (SSA) and possibly BIR pathways of recombination ([@b87]). These pathways either do not require Rad51 and Rad54 outright or have Rad51-Rad54-independent sub-pathways ([@b6],[@b7]), an explanation that is independent of an involvement of chromatin. The observation that Rad54 significantly stimulates Rad51-dependent recombination *in vitro* on protein-free (non-chromatin) templates also suggests that Rad54 function is not confined to chromatin.

OTHER SNF2-RELATED PROTEINS IN DNA REPAIR
=========================================

The genome of the budding yeast *S.cerevisiae* predicts 17 Snf2-related proteins, belonging to various distinct subfamilies (A. Flaus and T. Owen-Hughes, manuscript in preparation). Seven of them, Rad54, Rdh54/Tid1, Rad5, Rad16 and Rad26/CS-B, as well as the Ino80 and Swr1 complexes, were identified to have specific functions during DNA repair ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Among the Snf2 paralogs, Tid1/Rdh54 (Rad54B in mammals?) shows the highest similarity to Rad54 in sequence, genetic function and biochemical properties ([@b21],[@b25],[@b88],[@b89]). Tid1/Rdh54 appears to augment the function of Rad54 during DNA repair in mitotic cells and functions primarily during meiotic recombination, likely through its interaction with the meiosis-specific RecA homolog Dmc1 ([@b21],[@b25],[@b90]). However, Tid1/Rdh54 also has a specific but poorly understood function in adaptation from DNA damage not shared by Rad54 ([@b91]), which may be related to its specific localization at the kinetochore in undamaged cells ([@b16]).

Rad5 protein functions in the error-free sub-pathway of post-replication repair (*RAD6* epistasis group) in budding yeast to bypass UV lesions, where it may be involved in remodeling protein complexes at stalled replication forks ([@b92]).

Rad16 protein participates in nucleotide excision repair, specifically of the non-transcribed strand of transcribed genes or transcriptionally silenced genes, but its specific function remains unclear ([@b93]).

CS-B (budding yeast Rad26), one of two human genes involved in Cockayne\'s syndrome, plays a role in transcription-coupled repair ([@b94]). In analogy with the function of the bacterial homolog, TRCF, CS-B was thought to remodel stalled RNA polymerase II complexes to allow access of repair proteins to the lesion ([@b95]), but CS-B was also found capable of remodeling nucleosomes *in vitro* ([@b96]).

Ino80 and Swr1, the catalytic subunits of two known chromatin remodeling complexes, were found to be recruited to the DSB site through a specific interaction with C-terminally phosphorylated histone H2A (γH2AX) ([@b97]--[@b99]). Ino80 is part of a 12 protein complex and a transcriptional regulator that displays efficient chromatin remodeling activity by shifting nucleosomes through specific interactions with histones ([@b100],[@b101]). Swr1 functions in a histone exchange complex that replaces histone H2A with the H2A variant H2AZ ([@b102]). The genetic relationship between the Ino80 and Swr1 complexes and individual DNA repair pathways has not been fully elucidated and their specific protein--DNA substrates largely remain to be determined. The surprisingly high number of Snf2-family members that appear to function specifically in distinct DNA repair pathways suggests a significant degree of functional diversification that may reflect different protein--DNA complexes as target substrates for the individual enzymes or enzyme complexes.

CONCLUSION
==========

Several biochemical models for the function of Rad54 protein during consecutive mechanistic stages in HR have been developed. While these models are not mutually exclusive, the biological significance of these putative individual roles of Rad54 needs to be tested in physical *in vivo* assays that can distinguish the various stages of recombination. While break formation and processing as well as the formation of the final repair product can be readily monitored, pairing intermediates during mitotic DSB repair (D-loops and Holliday junctions) have eluded detection so far. Such an assay has been successfully developed for the analysis of meiotic recombination ([@b103],[@b104]) and will be critical to distinguish between the possible synaptic and post-synaptic roles of Rad54 *in vivo*. Likewise, the significance and function of the chromatin remodeling activity of Rad54 remain to be tested by *in vivo* analysis. What is the relationship of Rad54 with the confirmed chromatin remodeling factors Ino80 and Swr1 that are recruited to the break site; and are these factors also present at the target pairing site? Many of the Snf2-related proteins function in large multi-protein assemblies. It appears that Rad54 functions as a homo-multimeric assembly and no stable *in vivo* complex of Rad54 with other proteins has been reported. While the interaction of Rad54 with Rad51 has been analyzed in significant detail, its interaction with the structure-selective endonuclease Mus81-Mms4 ([@b105]) is poorly understood but may shed light on the function and *in vivo* substrates of Mus81-Mms4. Since the genetic identification of the *RAD54* gene in the late 1960s, the cloning of the budding yeast gene in 1983 ([@b106]), the determination of its sequence in 1991 ([@b107]), the isolation of mammalian homologs in 1996 ([@b108]), the disruption of the mouse gene in 1997 ([@b28]) and the purification of the Rad54 protein in 1998 ([@b38]), much progress has been made to understand the function of the Rad54 gene and protein. Nevertheless, additional biochemical and *in vivo* analyses, including novel imaging techniques and physical recombination assays, will be needed to determine whether Rad54 really is the Swiss Army knife of HR.
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![Pathways of DSBR by HR. HR can be conceptually divided into three stages: Pre-synapsis (1,2), synapsis (3,4) and post-synapsis (5--11). The proteins identified to function at the individual stages are listed, alternative human nomenclature is listed in brackets. / indicates alternative nomenclature in different organisms (Xrs2/Nbs1: *S.cerevisiae* Xrs2, *Schizosaccharomyces pombe* and human Nbs1; Mms4/Eme1: *S.cerevisiae* and human Mms4, *S.pombe* and human Eme1). Three different pathways emanate from the postulated D-loop intermediate (4), the product of DNA strand invasion by the Rad51-ssDNA filament. DSBR (steps 5--8) engages both ends of the DSB to form a double Holliday junction intermediate (dHJ), which can be resolved into crossover and non-crossover products. SDSA (step 10) retracts the invading strand after DNA synthesis on the target duplex to anneal the newly synthesized strand with the tail of the second end, leading to localized conversion without crossover. BIR (step 11) was proposed to assemble a replication fork at the D-loop to copy the entire chromosome arm distal to the DSB site leading to long gene conversion events.](gkl481f1){#fig1}

![Rad54 protein structure and phylogenetic comparison. (**A**) Schematic alignment of Rad54 proteins from *Homo sapiens* (HUMAN), *Mus musculus* (MOUSE), *Gallus gallus* (CHICK), Zebrafish *Brachydanio rerio/Danio rerio* (BRARE), *D.melanogaster* (DROME) and *S.cerevisiae* (YEAST). The seven conserved motor motifs are highlighted in yellow. \* The database sequence appears incomplete and some residues from the N-terminus of chicken Rad54 are missing. (**B**) Structural model of human Rad54 based on the X-ray crystal structure of zebrafish Rad54 (PDB code: 1Z3I) ([@b47]). Rad54 from human and zebrafish share 78.4% identity. The colors in the structural model reflect the colors in the primary structural scheme of the human Rad54 core. The N-terminal domain (NTD) and C-terminal domain (CTD) are shown in yellow and cyan, respectively. Snf2-specific helical domains are depicted in red (HD1) and green (HD2). The RecA-like α/β domains are shown in blue (lobe 1, containing motifs I, IA, II, III) and magenta (lobe 2, containing motifs IV, V, VI). The linear structural model (top) is aligned and at the same scale as the representations in A. The dotted lines at the N- and C-termini indicate residues not present in the crystal structure, The X-ray crystal structure of zebrafish Rad54 was used in structural alignment in ICMLite (<http://www.molsoft.com>). The molecular modeling and model evaluation was performed using the methods described in ([@b109]). The image of the structural model was generated using PyMol (<http://www.pymol.org>).](gkl481f2){#fig2}

![Mechanistic models for Rad54 function in HR. The mechanistic models were derived from analysis of reconstituted *in vitro* recombination reactions and biochemical analysis of the Rad54 protein. For more details see text. Shown is one processed DSB end with a 3′-ending ssDNA tail that invades a nucleosomal duplex target DNA. Pre-synapsis: Rad54 was found to mediate formation or to stabilize Rad51 filaments on ssDNA. The pre-synaptic function does not require Rad54 ATPase activity and requires Rad51 binding to ATP but not hydrolysis. Synapsis: Rad54 augments the ability of Rad51-ssDNA filaments to form joint molecules, possibly involving translocating the Rad51-ssDNA filament along duplex DNA or inducing strand separation through induction of topological change. Rad54 also exhibits chromatin remodeling activity that may clear nucleosomes or other proteins from the pairing site. The synaptic function requires the Rad54 ATPase activity but not the Rad51 ATPase activity. Post-synapsis: Rad54 was identified to catalyze heteroduplex extension (branch migration) and can dissociate the Rad51--dsDNA product complex, possibly to allow DNA polymerase access to the invading 3′-OH end to prime DNA synthesis. Post-synapsis requires the ATPase activities of both the Rad54 and Rad51 proteins. The exact oligomeric structure of Rad54 in its interaction with the Rad51-ssDNA and Rad51--dsDNA filaments is not known, so it is unclear how many molecules of Rad54 are represented by the symbol drawn in the figure. Rad54 is likely to act as an oligomer on DNA ([@b58]), and an oligomeric Rad54 particle has been directly visualized at the terminus of Rad51--dsDNA filaments by electron microscopy ([@b81]). This figure is derived from [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} of reference ([@b12]).](gkl481f3){#fig3}

###### 

Snf2-family members functioning in DNA repair

  *S.cerevisiae*   Human     Repair pathway
  ---------------- --------- -------------------------------------------------
  Rad54            Rad54     HR
  Tid1/Rdh54       Rad54B?   HR (meiosis), adaptation from checkpoint arrest
  Rad26            CS-B      Transcription-coupled repair
  Rad5             ?         Post-replication repair
  Rad16            ?         Genome-wide nucleotide excision repair
  Ino80            ?         Chromatin remodeling at DSB
  Swr1             SRCAP     Chromatin remodeling at DSB
